Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 



Geoff Watts : Hello.Once upon a time there was water on Mars,but is there still? New evidence released this afternoon by NASA,marks the latest development in this continuing debate.Here on Earth we have water in abundance,enough to cover some bits of the planet which were once dry,so later in the programme an archaeologist puts on a diving suit,and then we've this chap,who sounds like a really generous character. 

" This guy who liked my girlfriend,and the moment that I split up with her,he told me that and asked me would it be alright if he could carry on with her,and despite the fact that I really hated the idea of him being with her,I still said 'yeah,it's alright,why not?',and I can tell you it still hurts day to day when I think about,but that's what friends are all about." 

Geoff Watts : Altruism you might say,or do even the most generous among us expect a payoff.
[The section on Mars has been omitted see http://www.nasa.gov/ for info on the Mars Global Surveyor and the "Water on Mars story" ] 
Ever since the Oxford biologist Richard Dawkins [See refer.html "Dawkins,Richard" @xoom - LB] chose to call his book on evolution and natural selection "The Selfish Gene" we've grown accustomed to the idea that genes and so the organisms whose actions they direct have only one purpose in life to perpetuate themselves.In the competition to survive and replicate,our genes will prompt us to do only what is good for us,because what is good for us,is also good for them.A selfish gene then implies a selfish owner.But that said,not all nature is irredeemably red in tooth and claw,and among one group of living things,altruism,doing something for which you may get no reward is commonplace.[Ref: Focus Aug94 {Altruistic Bats}] 

" There was a gentleman who gave up his seat for a pregnant lady,a seat.... another seat then came available,and I felt it would be good for me to give that seat to him.So we did,and that's quite good,because one good turn deserves another." 

"I look after two old ladies either side of me,and I you know,get their papers,and if they want anything I go and get it for them after I've finished work."

" I actually tried to help and elderly lady across the road,but she was so frightened by this, because it's not the norm anymore,she gave me a wee bit of a thump on the arm to tell me to get away!"

"When I was 12,there was this horse in a field that looked...that was ill looking,and I felt so sorry for it that every day I used to walk a mile like after school,and take it food,carrots and stuff." 
"Did it get better?"
"No,I sort of got older and lost interest,so I don't really know." 

Geoff Watts : Altruism in action.But this leaves us with a problem,if laying down your life for the benefit of others,or whatever,means that you don't get to reproduce and pass on what you might call the "laying down your life" gene,how did altruistic behaviour evolve? And why hasn't any such tendency been bred out of us? [For the same reason homosexuality hasn't probably -LB] A study reported in a recent issue of the journal "Science" helps to resolve the paradox.With me to discuss it and the biology of altruism more generally,are psychologists Chris McManus of University College London,and Geoffrey Miller,author of the recently published book,"The Mating Mind",he's also based at University College. Chris McManus,if I can begin with you,we're going to explain altruism in evolutionary terms, and to do that we have to look for hidden benefits in this form of behaviour.Now the first explanation invokes "kinship",what's the thinking here? 

Chris McManus : Well the idea's a simple one, that if we're thinking in Darwinian [see refer.html "Darwin,Charles" @xoom -LB] terms,then natural selection means that our genes have to survive,but it doesn't actually have to be the copy of our genes that we have.The main thing is that those genes can appear in somebody else,and since my relatives also have some of my genes,then it should be in my interests that those relatives survive,and therefore I ought to be willing to help my "kin" - my relatives,perhaps even to the extent of laying down my life,and the mathematics of it really is,that it depends how many of my kin,and how closely related they are,whether it's worth my while doing it. 

Geoff Watts : The closer your kin,the more genes are shared,and the more altruistic you'll be towards them then? 

Chris McManus : That's right! 

Geoff Watts : However,Geoffrey Miller,not all altruistic behaviour of course is towards one's kin,so what else can be invoked to explain this behaviour? 

Geoffrey Miller : If you're kind to a non-relative,what you can have is a situation called "reciprocity" where they give a benefit to them,and they might give you a return later.For this to work you have to be able to detect cheaters and punish them,by deciding not to cooperate with them in the future.It's a form of prudence really,that you sort of invest in a relationship and then you start getting returns back,and you have a kind of "tit-for-tat" relationship,with someone else.A lot of business is actually founded on this principle,that a relationship between a supplier and a wholesaler,might be based on a long-term reciprocity situation ,where,if one starts cheating or undercutting the other,then one can retaliate and refuse to do business with them. [This is paraphrased as "You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours",it seems to work well for chimps -LB] 

Geoff Watts : I can understand how this applies in the case where it's person A and person B,and person A and person B are doing favours for each other,but sometimes the favours are coming back from a third party aren't they? You can imagine situations where that happens. Now that seems to be a rather more complicated set of affairs. [It reminds me of the "three body problem".Two is reasonably simple,but three throws a spanner in the works (See solarsys.html @Xoom) -LB] 

Geoffrey Miller : The simple form of reciprocity is just a two-way relationship,but you can also have something called "indirect reciprocity" where sort of a whole group is involved,3-way or 4-way or 10-way.So the idea here is that you get a reputation for kindness and generosity and as long as anybody else in the group gives benefits to those who have a reputation for kindness, then kindness and generosity can be sustained there as well,and the selfish genes get benefits as long as they can get a reputation for their generosity within the group,and as long as others in the group respect that,and give them benefits,then everybody's better off,and all the genes prosper. 

Geoff Watts : So it's a little more subtle than the kind of direct reciprocity that we had just now,and this perhaps,Chris McManus, is where this new work that's reported in "Science" magazine can help us.It's a kind of laboratory game,rather a complicated one,but what's the essence of the game. 

Chris McManus : Basically there's a group of people sitting in a room,and everybody is given 7 Swiss francs to start with,and they can give money to other people,so they can give away 1 Swiss franc for themselves,but the person they're giving it to gets 4 Swiss francs.You give a little bit and somebody else ends up with a lot,but the key thing is you don't know who you're giving it too,how it's being done.The only thing they knew about each other,was whether the other person had themselves given money away in the past.And they looked to see whether people who'd given more money,actually got more money,and what they found was essentially that. 

Geoff Watts : So donations are more frequent to individuals who have been generous to others on previous occasions,but Geoffrey Miller,this kind of indirect reciprocity only works presumably as long as there is a way of sort of a keeping of score,knowing who's given large amounts and who's given small amounts.You have to know that don't you? 

Geoffrey Miller : This'll work best in a species where you have the social intelligence to recognise somebody's past behaviour,to remember it,and it works particularly well in a species with language,where you can gossip about each others moral reputations (Geoff sniggers),and where you can say,you know,"That guys a meanie,and you didn't see what he did last time to person X but it was really atrocious" and as long as you've got gossip,then you can get very powerful and direct reciprocity happening,which sustains very powerful cooperation. 

Geoff Watts : How do you tackle the evolution of altruism in your book? What's your...the basic argument you're putting forward about the way that it evolved? 

Geoffrey Miller : In "The Mating Mind" I argue....it's a kind of version of indirect reciprocity, but basically the rewards for being kind and generous are sexual.The idea is if you obtain a reputation for having a good moral character,that's sexually attractive.We tend to be sexually repulsed by liars and cheats and sexually attracted to those that are generous,sexually faithful and magnanimous. 
[ I find it hard to accommodate "sexually faithful" as a valuable attribute for a gene that wishes to get as far and as wide as possible.Surely it makes more sense to find those who are promiscuous attractive,since first of all they are more liable to procreate or at least have sex,and are probably less liable to worry about where your genes end up too? I find the idea of reducing social rules to biological ones overly simplistic. Cheats and liars have their own reproduction stratagem that is as viable as faithfulness and promiscuity,otherwise how is that this behaviour is still apparent in a population? Clearly some people are selfish and some altruistic,and perhaps there is even a dynamic alteration depending on who is being dealt with or which group one is in and what an organism is trying to achieve.As Robert Pirsig shows in "Lila" social rules cannot be reduced to biological ones,even if they may depend upon the biology to exist.It is obvious that some wider idea of "self" is at large to be selfish about,such as "kinship",and those who put their lives on the line such as soldiers,or policemen,are protecting values in society perhaps moreso than genes or expecting sexual favours. I doubt that your average bobby or tommy is expecting a sexual reward for acting on behalf of the community! But perhaps the idea that they are "doing a service" carries a high reputational value and thus respect commands ideas of a valuable mate? -LB]
The funny thing about sexual selection is it can sustain almost any degree of altruism,as long as it's sexually attractive.So if someone's willing to give up all their worldly wealth,then as long as somebody of the opposite sex finds that attractive,and is willing to produce offspring with them,then the genes for that kind of magnanimity,can persist. 
[After watching "Who wants to marry a millionaire?" about the misadventures of Rick Rockwell putting himself up as a potential mate with lots of dosh and his spouses subsequent quick divorce,this doesn't seem to have a viable "ring" to it,especially a marital one! -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Because it would certainly explain I suppose things like charitable giving for example,wouldn't it? Very often,charitable giving not only takes place but is actually seen to take place quite visibly. 

Chris McManus : And actually we worry about it,if we can't see who's giving it.The anonymous donor worries us, [Do we? I really don't care if someone gives to charity and doesn't own up -LB] and so we actually have to know for the rest of us who's giving it because we can't check their motives,and everything else,and actually people usually do find out,and it's subtly let out,and of course,that actually increases the moral reputation of the person who's done it! So it actually works in a double way. 

Geoff Watts : But what about the anonymous donor,Geoffrey Miller,who really does successfully keep it a secret,that person surely,has got nothing to gain at all? 

Geoffrey Miller : The question with anonymous donors really is,"who are they anonymous to?". They might be anonymous to the sort of common run of humanity who read the tabloids,but do their wives or husbands or mistresses or girlfriends know.I suspect that they do,because there's information that's given to one's sexual partners that might not make it out into the public sphere,and for the sexual selection of charity to work,the only thing you really need to do ,is to make your generosity well known to those who are considering mating with you. And I think it explains a lot of sort of,public do-gooding,that when people do something that benefits a large group whether it's a local community or even the United Nations,like when Ted Turner gave a billion dollars to the UN,his wife Jane Fonda,turned round and said "That's great,I've never felt as happy with my husband in my life,as when he gave all this money to the United Nations".
[This doesn't make any sense unless their was "kinship" with global humanity. It would make more sense in terms of any potential offspring to keep money,since the reason well off people are seen as good potential partners is because they can care for offspring well in our society.Chucking money away is then an absurd thing to do. I also find the idea that those old grannies rattling coin boxes in thoroughfares and the do- gooding of small scouts is in anyway connected with being thought highly of as a sexual partner rather absurd! -LB] 
So you can kind of see the sexual and romantic payoffs for a lot of this behaviour. 

Geoff Watts : Chris do you find this sufficiently persuasive to decide to give away publicly all your worldly wealth now?! 

Chris McManus : I think the more you give away depends on how much you've got to give away,and that even came out in this experiment.We're actually back to Freud [I did say that he had been given a bad mark underservedly and was coming back in vogue -LB] and the idea that the sexual force is lurking behind much behaviour,and I found a wonderful thing even in the 18th century,Diderot said that,"behind all cognition is coition",which we have "behind all thought there's sex" and I suspect that's horribly true! 

Geoff Watts : So displays of altruism indicate increased fitness,are therefore sexually attractive,and lead to increased mating opportunities.Right,I'll buy the drinks after the programme! Chris McManus and Geoffrey Miller,thank you both. Roger Highfield has been listening to that discussion.Roger one of the two people who devised the experiment,Martin Novak,I think has also studied the evolution of things other than altruism hasn't he? 

Roger Highfield : That's right.This is all part of a big field called "evolutionary game theory" where they're combining the insights of Charles Darwin with the mathematical analysis of games,pioneered by the great computer boffin John Von Neumann [See entropy.html @xoom -LB].Martin Novak's come up with some really interesting work,showing why language evolved.You can imagine early humans just had a few grunts,so they'd say kind of "Ueeugh" for a banana and "Oooh" for "look out there's a Cheetah" but then as society got more complicated,Novak and his collaborators showed that this system breaks down,because all your "Oooh"s and "Uuurr"s kind of blur into one,and you can't distinguish one from another.So then you might start linking together meaningless vowels and consonants such as C-A-T to spell out CAT,and then as society gets more and more complicated,then you've got to have grammar,so you can shuffle these kind of atomic units of language in an infinite way to have an infinite number of meanings.So it's a rather fascinating study that tells us that the structure of our society is so complicated that we had to evolve the gift of the gab! 

Geoff Watts : Roger, thanks. 
[Underwater archaeology item omitted] 
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